A N E W S TA N C E O F L I V I N G

FOR YEAR-ROUND USE
Olokoto can be used around the year. The building is delivered as a turn-key delivery and, if
you wish, can also be equipped with furniture. The building’s unique characteristics include
the Scandinavian simplicity of its architecture and the large glass roof offering a spectacular
view to the sky. The building has a concealed pitched roof made of fibreglass. Fibreglass is a
material familiar from sailing boats designed for extreme weather conditions and offers excellent weather resistance. Olokoto is also available without the glass roof. Olokoto is subject
to international protection of patterns and designs.
Olokoto’s living area is 21 m2. The outer dimensions of the basic unit are 3,500×7,000 mm
and the modularity of the building makes it possible to expand it later on. Olokoto is designed
so that attention is paid to energy self-sufficiency and minimal wastewater generation. The
non-settling SmartLog (205 mm) lamella log introduces rigidity and good thermal insulation
capacity into structures in a small space. Log is known as an ecological and healthy building
material suitable for both large and small buildings.

OLOKOTO STORY

DESIGNER

The idea of glass-roof Olokoto buildings emerged in 2009 to their designer
Ilmari Mäenpää as a result of an experience of floating in a dream. At that
time, Mäenpää was composing an orchestral work called “Helium” for the
Oulu Symphony Orchestra. The key themes of the work were floating and
the serenity of being. Mäenpää wanted to design a building that offers its
user an entirely new kind of experience of space, thanks to a glass roof and
large windows.

The designer of the building, the composer Ilmari Mäenpää,
has fine-tuned his “open-sky” architecture since 2009.

“Olokoto is built to human scale. The surrounding nature is the most essential element in Olokoto’s interior decoration. The strong log frame and
high-quality Profin windows keep you safe and warm even in rainy and windy
weather. When you look at clouds in the clear blue sky or stars and northern
lights in the night sky you can tap into mental assets that go back all the
way to your childhood”, says Mäenpää.

“The view to the sky opens up a direction we have forgotten.
It is a window to infinity, just like the horizon at the sea
is infinite. The opportunity to gaze into infinity is ancient
heritage. At its best, looking into infinity can bring serenity
into a busy everyday life”, notes Ilmari Mäenpää.

HOW OLOKOTO IS MADE
Olokoto is always produced in a closely monitored industrial environment, protected
from the elements. Serial production guarantees uniform quality and competitive
pricing. The strong log construction traditions combined with modern production
facilities and high-quality construction guarantee the high quality of Olokoto products. The undeniable strengths of our operating model are professional employees,
careful quality control and fine-tuned processes.

REFERENCES
Olokoto deliveries started in 2016. Our top priority is 100% customer
satisfaction. Olokoto buildings have been used in the SnowCastle of
Kemi since their launching year and the reviews by guests invariably
say that the overnight stay was very pleasant. The SnowCastle of
Kemi has received a World Luxury Hotel Award four years in a row
(2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019).
The most far-away Olokoto location is University Hospitals Birmingham in the United Kingdom where a four-module Olokoto building
is used as an imaging unit. The building houses a state-of-the-art
MEG system by Elekta.

READY FOR
ACCOMMODATION
Olokoto is always delivered completely ready for use and, thanks to its modularity, can be expanded as a one-floor or two-floor building. Olokoto’s
log-structure modules are made of top-of-the-range products that are also
used in the construction of single-family houses.
The installation of additional modules is fast as the extension points have been
planned carefully. Olokoto’s structure makes it possible to expand the building later on. Moreover, moving the building to another location is also easy.
By choosing a ready-to-use Olokoto building, tourism professionals can focus
fully on business development and marketing, instead of first having to worry
about the construction process. Personal touch can be added with interior
decoration, colours chosen and naturally the location and service offering of
the accommodation provider.

KEMI SNOW CASTLE

UKKOHALLA

Destination of 33pcs Glassroof 2, 5pcs 1,5 floor Loft (2016->)

Destination of 10 transformation models (2018->)

LEVI NORTHERN LIGHTS RANCH

RUKA IISAKKI GLASS VILLAGE

Destination of 15pcs special model (2016->)

Destination of 10pcs Glassroof 2 (2017->)

ÄKÄSLOMPOLO

ISOSYÖTE

Destination of 10pcs Glassroof 4, sauna and 6-module
main building (2019->)

Destination of 4pcs Glassroof 4 (2019->)

PYHÄTUNTURI

NORGE, KIRKENES

Destination of 2pcs Glassroof 4, expansion in 2020

Destination of 6pcs Glassroof 2 (2017->)

DELIVERY CONTENT (STANDARD)
•

STRUCTURE AND ELECTRICITY

• Windows and doors: Profin windows, front door (note: fire windows as an additional option)

•

• Modular base floor (plywood, beams, urethane insulation 200 mm, floor casting)

• Electrical wires integrated into structures

• Modular upper ceiling structure (beams, injected urethane insulation 200 mm, protective
covering)

• Socket outlets: 5 double sockets, ABB Impressivo
• Light switches, ABB Impressivo
• Main fuse box with residual current device, ABB
• Air source heat pump with an outdoor unit/cover for the outdoor unit
• PAX Eos 100H ventilation machine with heat recovery
• LED lighting: slim panel lighting
• Water and sewer pipe trace heating
• Underfloor heating with the cable in the cast floor
• Outdoor lighting
• Heating for the glass roof, gutters and downspouts

• 1 roof element 3,500x3,500 mm, 25 m2 (fibreglass, thickness: 6mm)
• 2 roof elements, glass roof fibreglass frame (fibreglass, thickness: 6mm)
• 1 glass roof element and steel frame 3,200x3,000 mm, three-part roof glass
• Ceiling coating: Effex (roof panel as an additional option)
• Floor surface material: vinyl (parquet, tiles or wall-to-wall carpet as an additional option)
• Outdoor surface coating (mould protection and transparent or opaque coating)
• Indoor surface coating (Coloria: transparent coating)
• Framework plywood (weather-protected Koskisen plywood)
• Olokoto Design: gutters, downspouts and exterior window sill metal covers
•

HPAC

• Locks: Yale Doorman

•

• Available with an additional order: dimmers, floor socket outlet, TV antenna, Ethernet,
main light switch

• Toilet bowl: Ido Seven D

• Bathroom separation wall frame, log panel and sliding door (flush door in Olokoto models with sauna)

• Shower stall: clear polycarbonate stall with folding glass doors or a shower cabinet
• Sewer pipes integrated into structures

• Handwashing sink and cabinet under the sink

• Water pipe cover tubes

• Handwashing sink mirror

• Water pipes: Pex

• Technical cabinet 500x500 mm

• Water manifold + installation accessories

• Toilet paper roll holder and towel hooks

• Storage water heater: Opal 80 L

• Compounds, sealing materials and other similar supplies

• Handwashing sink tap: Oras Cubista 2808

• Electrical work

• Floor surface material in Olokoto models with sauna: tiles in the sauna and the bathroom

• Building assembly work

• Floor drains in Olokoto models with sauna: sauna and bathroom

• Kitchen cabinets designed for the space as an additional option
• Non-settling Kontio SmartLog 205x275 mm and installation accessories

OLOKOTO DESIGN
Olokoto is always made of modules: the available modules are the
25m2 basic modules and additional 1/2 and 1/4 modules.
The building height can be increased with a second floor with half or
full height. The client can choose a ready module and expand it with
a suitable additional module. Individual space solutions created with
additional modules are only available for orders consisting of more
than ten buildings.
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Flexible and movable
Olokoto
Olokoto is always made of modules: the available modules are
the 25m2 basic modules and additional 1/2 and 1/4 modules.
The building height can be increased with a second floor with half
or full height. You can choose a ready module, such as Glassroof
2, and expand it with a suitable additional module.

WHY CHOOSE
OLOKOTO?
When you choose Olokoto for professional use, you can be
certain of high quality guaranteed by the closely monitored
industrial environment as well as of adherence to agreed
schedules. The Olokoto delivery includes everything you
need so its use can begin immediately after the installation. This also means that there will be no surprising budget
changes. Our extensive partner network assists us with
the required infrastructure, such as foundation work and
HPAC work.
Olokoto’s non-settling lamella log structure makes it
possible to use light foundations and minimises required
earthworks. Foundations only need six foundation points
that can be screw piles, driven piles or cast piles. The fact
that the foundations are easy to make also generates significant cost savings and makes the project budget easier
to anticipate.
When you choose the ready Olokoto module, you have time
for focusing on your core business. Contact our sales personnel or designer – we will help you to create the Olokoto
solution you need as a key element of your business.

Think outside the box
Olokoto is designed to be a modular building that can always be connected with another Olokoto. Modules can be linked with each other,
a bit like Lego bricks. Free combination is only possible in orders consisting of more than ten modules.

OLOKOTO
Norway

SEAMLESS
STYLE

PROJECT SALES

DESIGNER, PROJECT SALES

Antti Suhonen

Ilmari Mäenpää

Phone: +358 40 753 5050

Phone: +358 40 516 7065

E-mail: antti.suhonen@olokoto.fi

E-mail: ilmari@olokoto.fi

